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Abstract

Background
The degree of pain relief required to diagnose sacroiliac joint (SIJ) dysfunction following a diagnostic SIJ block (SIJB) is not known. No gold standard exists. Response to definitive (i.e., accepted as effective) treatment might be a reference standard.

Methods
Subgroup analysis of 320 subjects enrolled in two prospective multicenter trials evaluating SIJ fusion (SIJF) in patients with SIJ dysfunction diagnosed by history, physical exam and standardized diagnostic SIJB. A 50% reduction in pain at 30 or 60 minutes following SIJB was considered confirmatory. The absolute and percentage improvements in Visual Analog Scale (VAS) SIJ pain and Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) scores at 6 and 12 months after SIJF were correlated with the average acute improvement in SIJ pain with SIJB.

Results
The average pain reduction during the first hour after SIJB was 79.3%. Six months after SIJF, the overall mean VAS SIJ pain reduction was 50.9 points (0-100 scale) and the mean ODI reduction was 24.6 points. Reductions at 12 months after SIJF were similar. Examined in multiple ways, improvements in SIJ pain and ODI at 6 and 12 months did not correlate with SIJB findings.

Conclusions
The degree of pain improvement during SIJB did not predict improvements in pain or ODI scores after SIJF. A 50% SIJB threshold resulted in excellent post-SIJF responses. Using overly stringent selection criteria (i.e. 75%) to qualify patients for SIJF has no basis in evidence and would withhold a beneficial procedure from a substantial number of patients with SIJ dysfunction.

Level of Evidence
Level 1.

Clinical Relevance
The degree of pain improvement during an SIJ block does not predict the degree of pain improvement after SIJ fusion.
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Introduction
Sacroiliac joint (SIJ) dysfunction is a term used to describe pain and disability resulting from abnormal function of the SIJ. Causes of SIJ dysfunction are myriad and can include osteoarthritic degeneration, traumatic SIJ disruption, SIJ laxity due to changes during pregnancy, autoimmune disease, and other etiologies. For patients with SIJ pain sufficient to seek surgical treatment, SIJ dysfunction was associated with prominent decreases in quality of life scores similar to those of other spinal conditions that are commonly treated surgically, suggesting a high burden of disease. Non-surgical treatments for SIJ dysfunction include...
pain medications, physical therapy, SIJ steroid injections, chiropractic treatments or prolotherapy, and radiofrequency (RF) ablation. High quality scientific evidence supporting intraarticular steroid administration, a procedure which is commonly performed in the US, is still lacking. While two small blinded randomized trials demonstrated the short-term effectiveness of RF ablation of the lateral branches of the sacral nerve roots,\textsuperscript{3,4} 12-month follow-up from one of these trials suggested that this intervention may only give rise to modest long-term pain relief.\textsuperscript{5}

For patients not responding to non-surgical treatment, open and minimally invasive SIJ fusion (SIJF) surgeries are options that may provide symptomatic relief. The popularity of minimally invasive SIJ fusion continues to increase\textsuperscript{6} and several devices are now commercially available. The majority of published literature reporting the clinical outcomes of these patients employed porous coated triangular titanium implants placed across the SIJ. The 12-month results from a prospective, multicenter randomized trial showed that patients with carefully diagnosed SIJ dysfunction exhibited far larger improvements in SIJ pain, disability and quality of life after treatment with minimally invasive SIJF compared to non-surgical management.\textsuperscript{7} A companion prospective multicenter single-arm study also showed that SIJF with this same device resulted in marked, immediate and sustained improvements in pain, disability and quality of life.\textsuperscript{8}

Current best practices for diagnosing the SIJ as the source of low back pain include history, physical examination using provocative testing maneuvers that stress the SIJ, and confirmatory diagnostic SIJ blocks (SIJB). Physical examination maneuvers that stress the SIJ and are considered positive when the maneuver reproduces the patient’s typical pain are shown in Figure 1. Multiple studies, summarized in a recent systematic review,\textsuperscript{9} have indicated that the occurrence of at least 3 positive physical examination signs in patients suspected of having SIJ dysfunction was highly predictive of their response to SIJB. In contrast to lumbar spine conditions in which imaging is considered to be critical for diagnosis, the painful SIJ is not associated with characteristic findings on plain radiographic or cross-sectional imaging with the exception being inflammatory findings in patients with seropositive\textsuperscript{10} or seronegative\textsuperscript{11} autoimmune spondyloarthropathies. At this time, plain radiographic and cross-sectional imaging are largely used to rule out other competing diagnoses, leaving SIJB as the de facto current standard for the confirmation of SIJ dysfunction preliminarily made based upon the history and physical exam.

As part of a diagnostic SIJB, the joint is accessed under fluoroscopic guidance (or CT) and a small amount of contrast mixed with a short-acting local anesthetic is injected with the intent of achieving intra-articular delivery. The patient’s response during the minutes to hours following the injection is monitored; as with blocks of other body structures, a marked transient decrease in typical pain at rest, or pain elicited by typical triggering activities, is accepted as a positive test and suggests that the blocked joint is the source of pain. This approach is supported by multiple pain and anesthesia physician societies.\textsuperscript{12-16} Potential issues associated with SIJB include insufficient anesthesia of the entire joint or extravasation of the injectate outside of the joint which may serve to anesthetize other structures in close proximity to the SIJ. A more basic question is the degree to which the response to such a block predicts clinical outcomes. Proceeding under the assumption that the diagnostic injection of local anesthetics and treatment procedures (e.g., RF ablation of the sacral nerve roots or SIJF) work by the same mechanism of action, the responses to SIJB and these therapeutic interventions should be correlated. Following this logic, patients with little or no response to SIJB should, if they were treated, derive little or no benefit from such treatment. However, this theory has borne out for other spinal conditions. For instance, in patients with lumbar facet joint pain diagnosed by facet block, there was little correlation between pain relief

![Fig. 1. Physical examination tests for sacroiliac joint dysfunction: A: thigh thrust; B: flexion, abduction, and external rotation (FABER); C: pelvic gapping (distraction); D: compression; E: Gaenslen test.](http://ijssurgery.com/)
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during a medial branch block and subsequent response RF-based denervation of the facet. In this report, we used a similar analytic approach to examine the correlation between the immediate response to SIJB and the 6- and 12-month pain and disability scores of patients undergoing SIJF in two prospective multicenter clinical trials.

Materials and Methods

Patient population

This analysis is based on a combined dataset of patients participating in two prospective multicenter clinical trials evaluating SIJF (INSITE and SIFI) conducted in the United States. INSITE (NC-T01681004) is a randomized trial comparing SIJF to non-surgical management (NSM) for patients with SIJ dysfunction due to degenerative sacroiliitis or sacroiliac joint disruption. Patients were diagnosed with SIJ dysfunction by history (including a positive Fortin finger test), at least 3 positive physical examination provocative maneuvers that stress the SIJ and are predictive of SIJB response, and confirmatory SIJB (described further below). Other tests were performed, as required, to rule out competing diseases, and patients with known severe low back or hip pathology were excluded from the study. (For details on eligibility criteria, see the published reports.) Subjects were assigned in a 2:1 ratio to either SIJF (SIJF) using the iFuse Implant System® (SI-BONE, Inc., San Jose, California, USA) or non-surgical management (NSM). NSM consisted of pain medications, physical therapy, SIJ steroid injections and RF ablation of the lateral branches of the sacral nerve roots, delivered in serial fashion according to patient needs.

INSITE included pre-randomization and scheduled post-randomization assessments of SIJ pain measured using a 0-100 visual analog scale (VAS), Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), quality of life measures (SF-36 and EuroQOL-5D, whose results are discussed elsewhere) and satisfaction with treatment. The study’s primary endpoint was the proportion of patients with clinical improvement, defined as a composite of an improvement in VAS SIJ pain of at least 20 points and the absence of device-related neurologic events or reoperation. The 6-month results confirmed the superiority of SIJF relative to NSM in terms of pain, disability and quality of life outcomes, with high satisfaction rates in the surgery group. At 12 months after surgery, the subjects who crossed over from NSM to SIJF (which was allowed by the study protocol after the 6-month visit) experienced improvements in pain, disability and quality of life which were of approximately the same magnitude as those originally observed with SIJF.

SIFI (NCT01640353) is a companion single-arm clinical trial with enrollment criteria, study assessments and follow-up that were identical to INSITE in most respects but lacked a corresponding non-surgical control arm. 12-month results from SIFI showed that SIJF brought about similar, clinically important and statistically significant improvements in pain, disability and quality of life with high patient satisfaction rates.

SIJ block

In both studies, SIJB was used during the screening phase to confirm the presence of SIJ dysfunction. During the block, which was performed according to a minimum standard, patients provided a pre-block numeric rating scale (NRS) score (0-10 scale) as well as NRS scores at 30 and 60 minutes after the block. All blocks were performed under fluoroscopic guidance and the majority of blocks were performed using local anesthetic only; some blocks included steroids which are not known to give rise to any acute reductions in pain and therefore would not be expected to affect the analyses reported herein. To qualify for the study, the pre-block NRS rating had to be at least 5 and at least one post-block score had to show a ≥50% reduction compared to pre-block. The average response to SIJB was calculated as (NRS_{pre-block} – average(NRS_{30/60}))/NRS_{preblock} × 100%, as previously described by Cohen et al. A small number of patients who did not provide both 30 and 60 minute scores were eliminated from this analysis.

The responses to SIJF were assessed using both 6- and 12-month follow-up VAS SIJ pain and ODI scores. Using the 6-month scores is advantageous for two reasons. First of all, INSITE allowed crossover from NSM to SIJF at 6 months and the crossover rate was very high (>80%). Thus, valid comparisons
of surgical and non-surgical responses were therefore only possible at 6 months. Second, we believed that recording the response to surgery after a relatively short period of time after SIJF and would serve to mitigate any confounding due to post-treatment factors such as the development of lumbar pain or other surgical issues that could diminish longer-term results (e.g., implant loosening, which was rare) and therefore interfere with patients’ assessments of their SIJ pain. In contrast, 12-month scores may be advantageous to analyze so as to have pre-treatment predictors of longer-term responses to surgical treatment. Because INSITE and SIFI showed SIJF to be a definitive treatment for SIJ pain, this manuscript focuses primarily on the relationship between SIJB responses and responses to SIJF.

Statistical Methods
Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics were compared across studies using a Student’s t test (for normally distributed continuous variables), Wilcoxon’s test (for non-normal continuous variables) and Fisher’s exact test (for nominal variables). Proportional odds logistic regression was used to determine the relationship between baseline demographic parameters and both pre-SIJB scores as well as SIJB response scores categorized by decile.

The relationship between the average response to SIJB and the change from baseline in VAS SIJ pain or ODI scores at 6 and 12 months was explored graphically and with Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient. Change scores were calculated as both absolute changes as well as percent improvements. Logistic regression was used to determine the relationship between the likelihood of threshold improvements in VAS SIJ pain/ODI scores and SIJB responses (as a continuous variable and by decile of SIJB responses). Logistic regression was also used to compare the likelihood of achieving 6- and 12-month VAS SIJ pain scores ≤30 (0-100 scale) or ODI scores ≤20. All calculations were performed in R.21

Results
Combining both prospective trials, 320 subjects were enrolled at 38 centers (Table 1) of which 274 underwent immediate SIJF and 46 underwent initial non-surgical management. The mean (SD) age was 51.1 (11.2) years and 60.9% were women. The pain level documented prior to block was either <4 or not recorded in 4 cases, leaving 316 subjects available for this analysis (145 in INSITE and 171 in SIFI). The mean (SD) NRS pain levels immediately prior to block were 7.4 (1.4, range 4-10), with no variation across studies (Wilcoxon p=0.0899).

The average response over the hour following SIJB was 79.3% (SD 19.2%, range 28.6-100.0%) with no variation by study (p=0.8984). One hundred ninety-five patients (61.7%) had an average SIJB reduction ≥75% and 118 (37.3%) had an average reduction <75%. 83 (26.3%) subjects exhibited a reduction in SIJ pain following SIJB that was between 50 and 75% at both 30 and 60 minutes. Univariate regression showed no correlations between the average pain reduction following a SIJB and age, gender, body mass index, pain level prior to the SIJB, duration of SIJ pain, history of lumbar fusion, underlying condition, smoking status, or opioid usage at baseline.

At 6 and 12 months, the mean (SD) reductions in VAS SIJ pain were 50.9 (28.6) and 50.8 (29.2) points (both p<.0001 compared to baseline). Relative to baseline, the percent reductions in VAS SIJ pain at 6 and 12 months were 62.8% and 62.9%, respectively. The 6-month improvements in SIJ pain were larger in the SIJF group than those recorded for the NSM group by approximately 38.5 points (p<.0001; see Polly et al.7 for the details of the comparisons between surgical and non-surgical treatment; the current investigation focuses primarily on the response to SIJF). Similarly, the 6- and 12-month reductions in ODI scores were 24.6 (20.5) and 25.8 (20.5) points (p<.0001 for both comparisons vs. baseline); the corresponding percentage reductions were 43.3 and 45.6%, respectively. Figure 2 shows the 6- and 12-month improvements in VAS SIJ pain from baseline values plotted as absolute change (top) or relative change (bottom) as a function of average pain response following the SIJB and stratified by treatment assignment. Figure 3 shows the corresponding changes in ODI plotted similarly. Both of these figures show no relationship between the degree of improvements in VAS SIJ pain or ODI scores and the average response to SIJB.
Table 2 shows the proportion of subjects achieving a threshold 6-month improvement in VAS SIJ pain (20 points) or ODI scores (15 points) as a function of average response to SIJB. For both outcomes, logistic regression confirmed the lack of a relationship between achieving the threshold response and the average response following SIJB (VAS SIJ pain, p=0.8407; ODI, p=0.6368). Equivalent analyses using 12 month scores (not shown) also showed no associations between the longer-term response to SIJF and the average response following SIJB.

A similar analysis was performed to examine the proportion of patients who achieved VAS SIJ pain or ODI scores below selected thresholds (≤30 for VAS SIJ pain and ≤20 for ODI) at 6 (Table 3) and 12...
months (not shown). 57.9% and 56.5% of subjects undergoing SIJF had a pain score ≤30 at 6 and 12 months, respectively; the proportions achieving this pain score were not predicted by average response to SIJB (logistic regression p=0.7605 and 0.7943). Likewise, 36.9% and 32.5% of subjects undergoing SIJF achieved an ODI score ≤20 at 6 and 12 months, respectively, which were also not predicted by the response to SIJB (p=0.6340 and 0.5014).

Discussion

An increasing body of evidence derived from prospective clinical trials and summarized in a systematic review supports the effectiveness of minimally invasive SIJF as treatment option that improves pain, disability and quality of life in patients with SIJ dysfunction who have not responded to non-surgical treatment. Given the positive results from these studies, it becomes critical to carefully define the target patient population for this treatment. The best available evidence suggests that a combination of history, physical examination and confirmatory diagnostic SIJB may be utilized to identify individuals with SIJ dysfunction. However, across the entire spectrum of non-traumatic painful conditions, there is still no gold standard to confirm that a patient’s pain arises from a particular part of the body. A possible reference standard could be the response to definitive treatment; nevertheless, this approach is challenging when the definitive treatment is surgical in nature and may be associated with significant ad-
verse events.

An analysis of SIJB data collected during the screening phase of two prospective multicenter clinical trials demonstrated no relationship between the degree of response to SIJB and the subsequent response to minimally invasive SIJF. Overall, the response rate to SIJF – measured in several different ways – was high across the spectrum of SIJB responses, provided that the measured response exceeded the 50% threshold for enrollment at least one of the two assessed post-SIJB time points. The studies’ pooled sample size was large (>300 subjects, of whom 274 underwent SIJF), suggesting that if an effect were present, the combined data had sufficient power (sample size) to detect it. While it seems axiomatic that the degree of improvement in pain following an anesthetic block of a painful joint should predict the response to treatment of that joint, we were unable to demonstrate this in our analysis. We offer the following potential explanations.

The most likely explanation is that SIJB as implemented in our study served as a “binary” confirmatory test, i.e., SIJB serves to confirm the SIJ as the cause of pain in patients whose pain source was diagnosed based primarily on history and physical examination but otherwise provides little additional information. In both studies, study qualification criteria required patients to have a history of pain consistent with SIJ dysfunction, a positive Fortin finger test (in which a patient points to the posterior superior iliac spine with a single finger when indicating the location of pain), and typical pain occurring with at least 3 physical examination maneuvers thought to stress the SIJ. Multiple studies have compared findings on physical exam in populations similar to those we studied to SIJB results. In a systematic review/meta-analysis, the sensitivity and specificity of at least 3 positive physical examination maneuvers for a positive diagnostic SIJB were 85% and 76%, respectively, and the diagnostic odds ratio (i.e., the relative increase in odds of having a positive SIJB for patients with positive vs. negative physical exam tests) was 17.2. The studies summarized this meta-analysis generally used a 75% or 80% threshold as a positive SIJB. These findings, along with the high response rates to definitive treatment, suggest that SIJB as implemented in our study correctly identified the majority of patients with SIJ dysfunction. In other words, our study confirmed that patient selection using history and physical exam, confirmed via a positive diagnostic SIJB, successfully identified a patient population with a high likelihood of responding favorably to SIJF, with high 1-year success rates independent of the degree of responsiveness to SIJB (provided that there is at least a 50% reduction in acute pain at one early time point after the block).

In general, a diagnostic approach based on history, physical examination and confirmatory block may be superior to imaging-based approaches. Although diagnostic blocks have been employed to diagnose lumbar disc disease as a pain generator, provocative discography is not recommended by any surgical societies and this procedure has largely fallen out of favor. While cross-sectional imaging is universally used for diagnosing lumbar spine pathology, its utility remains controversial. Recent recommendations from the American Association of Neurosurgeons / Congress of Neurological Surgery do not provide specific details as to what MRI findings constitute

Table 3. Proportion of SIJF and NSM subjects achieving 6 month pain or ODI scores less than indicated threshold by average response during screening SIJ block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VAS SIJ Pain at 6 Mo ≤30</th>
<th>ODI at 6 Mo ≤20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIJ Fusion</td>
<td>NSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average response during SIJ block</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-50%</td>
<td>18/32 (56.2%)</td>
<td>0/5 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>16/27 (59.3%)</td>
<td>0/4 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-70%</td>
<td>20/33 (60.6%)</td>
<td>1/3 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-80%</td>
<td>20/35 (57.1%)</td>
<td>0/9 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-90%</td>
<td>23/44 (52.3%)</td>
<td>0/8 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-100%</td>
<td>60/97 (61.9%)</td>
<td>3/16 (18.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>157/271 (57.9%)</td>
<td>4/45 (8.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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lumbar disc disease for which surgery is clearly indicated whereas other guidelines propose the existence of Modic changes should represent such a requirement. However, no high-quality evidence has shown that MRI studies are predictive of better outcomes after lumbar fusion. Moreover, various MRI irregularities are common in people without any symptoms, suggesting that imaging for lumbar spine conditions may have a high false positive rate. Other than for inflammatory conditions, imaging for SIJ diagnosis is not thought to be helpful and, as with the lumbar spine, the prevalence of SIJ abnormalities appears to be high in individuals without suspected SIJ-mediated pain. Our results suggest that at least for SIJ dysfunction, the combination of history, physical examination and confirmatory diagnostic blocks may be sufficient to identify a patient population which exhibits a high response rate to definitive surgical treatment.

Several additional factors may explain why the hypothesized relationship was not observed. First, the hypothesis that “joint block response predicts treatment response” assumes that the same mechanism of action underlying the observed effect of pain relief is similar between SIJB and SIJF. The pain relief arising from a block results from a biochemical interaction between local anesthetics and the nerves innervating the articular portion of the SIJ, subchondral bone, capsule, and surrounding ligaments whereas pain relief that occurs following fusion relies on the mechanical stabilization of the SIJ (initially with hardware and later by adhesion of bone to the implants and actual fusion of the joint itself). Mechanical stabilization may alter load transfer across the SIJ, which could affect both the intra-articular surfaces as well as adjacent extra-articular structures such as muscles and ligaments. Thus, it is possible that SIJ stabilization/fusion may affect more distant structures. Moreover, the innervation of the SIJ is complex and variable so that anesthetizing only the articular portion of the SIJ may only incompletely block SIJ pain. SIJ dysfunction may give rise to a combination of noxious stimuli generated by the articular surfaces, extra-articular SIJ joint structures, and altered local, regional, and/or global biomechanics. Furthermore, maladaptation to SIJ dysfunction may result in altered function and pain in associated/related anatomic structures which are obviously not able to be addressed acutely by a SIJB. Regardless, whether the pain relief mechanisms underlying SIJB and SIJF are similar enough to yield a statistically significant correlation is unknown.

Other aspects of the SIJB which were not detected in this study may also modulate its effectiveness. The expected correlation relies on the delivery of “perfectly executed” blocks and “perfect joint fusion.” For SIJB, one would have to assume that all patients received an optimal block, consisting of access to the SIJ that did not itself provoke pain and delivery of anesthetic into the entire extent of the joint space (as opposed to just the lower pole near the needle access point) without any leakage that could anesthetize pain arising from other structures. Ventral leakage of anesthetic has been reported in 16% of cases, which could certainly diminish the anesthetic effects of SIJ anesthesia or cause false positive responses mediated by the lumbosacral plexus. Some physicians routinely ask patients undergoing SIJB to walk immediately after their injection in an attempt to facilitate the dispersion of anesthetic throughout the joint; similarly, patients may also be instructed to repeat painful activities before and after the block. Collectively, these factors may all contribute to variability in SIJB effectiveness. For SIJF, the correlational hypothesis also relies on adequate stabilization of the SIJ. While the vast majority of these trial patients received 3 implants, some procedures were complicated by suboptimal implant placement, and the poor pain relief seen in some of these subjects may be due to inadequate SIJ stabilization rather than misdiagnosis.

Another issue is that many trial participants had a history of prior lumbar fusion, a known risk factor for SIJ dysfunction and SIJ degeneration, or presented with concomitant spine and/or hip conditions, possibly because the same degenerative processes that predisposed them to the development of hip and/or spine arthritis also caused SIJ degeneration. It is possible that long-term responses to SIJF were affected to some degree by these competing diagnoses. The coexistence of multiple pain generators, which were variably addressed during trial follow-up, could result in a blurring of the relationship be-
between SIJB (i.e., acute treatment of one pain generator) and overall response to SIJ treatment. Moreover, ODI, the trials’ primary measure of disability due to pain, does not distinguish between pain from the hip, spine or SIJ.

Fourth, for many conditions, possibly including the SIJ, it is well accepted that the pain experience varies daily and depends on psychological factors. In this study, the pain and disability assessments occurred at fixed time points (i.e. baseline, 6 months, 12 months postoperatively). Thus, it is conceivable that this day-to-day variation in pain confounded the relationship between the SIJB response and long-term pain response after SIJF.

Another possibility is that the proposed relationship between SIJB and response to SIJF exists but our trial excluded patients in whom the relationship was more likely to be shown. Our trials included only patients whose SIJ dysfunction was confirmed by a 50% or greater decrease in acute pain at 30 or 60 minutes after an SIJB whereas individuals with smaller responses were excluded. Had the “low response” group undergone SIJF, it is possible that their responses would have diminished as well. Given that a marked response to SIJB is accepted as a part of the diagnostic workup, an examination of responses to SIJF in such a “low SIJB responder group” would be challenging.

Another less likely possibility is that the SIJB might not allow for the identification of any actual biological response. Stated differently, the combination of history and physical examination might be sufficient to diagnose SIJ dysfunction such that SIJB provides no further information. This theory is somewhat refuted by the high frequencies with which blocks are used in modern medicine and the fact that many patients with various pathologic disorders appear to derive substantial pain relief from both blocks (temporary relief) and joint fusion (long-term relief). Moreover, it is unlikely that a majority of subjects would derive durable pain relief (up to 4-5 years in published retrospective cohorts [which used the same SIJB procedure to identify patients]) following SIJF if the block were not detecting a true phenomenon.

The lack of a relationship between the degree of response to an anesthetic block and the degree of response to definitive treatment is not new. Cohen et al examined the relationship between the response to lumbar facet blocks and the subsequent response to RF ablation of the nerves innervating lumbar facet joints. In this prospective study, no cutoff reliably identified a patient population that responded better to lumbar facet RF ablation. In addition, there was very little correlation between the response to lumbar facet blocks and the eventual response to treatment, a finding that mirrors those of our study. Other investigations also demonstrate no correlation between the responses to diagnostic tests and the subsequent responses to definitive treatment in a wide variety of settings (see Table 4).

So how does this affect the manner in which the diagnosis SIJ dysfunction may be established? Our data, collected from two prospective clinical trials, provide level 1 evidence supporting two conclusions: first, the method of selecting patients for SIJF, i.e., a combination of history, physical examination and positive (≥50%) response to SIJB, is validated by the high response rate in patients thusly diagnosed. A 75% reduction in SIJ pain following a SIJB has been advocated as an appropriate threshold but this proposal has no basis in evidence, contrasts with findings reported herein, and is in conflict with studies of other painful conditions that have shown no significant relationships between diagnostic block responses and eventual pain relief from definitive treatment. In our studies, 37.3% of subjects had an average SIJB reduction of <75% and 26.3% had reductions of <75% at both 30 and 60 minutes. Application of a higher threshold (e.g., 75%) would have rendered these patients ineligible for SIJF whereas the study showed that they ultimately had responses as high as the remaining subjects.

Our analysis raises several potential avenues of further research. It is clear that standardization of SIJB is important and the addition of physical examination diagnostic maneuvers or physical performance tests (e.g., the up-and-go test, the sit-stand test or gait assessments) before and after an SIJF may represent useful adjunctive assessments. Examining the relationship between the number of positive physical
exam findings suggestive of SIJ dysfunction and re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohen et al. 2007</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Cervical facet RF</td>
<td>&gt;50% vs. &gt;80%</td>
<td>56% success rate in &gt; 50% group vs 58% in &gt; 80% group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdek et al. 2010</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Celiac plexus neurolysis</td>
<td>&gt;50% vs. &gt;80%</td>
<td>56% success rate in &gt; 50% group vs 54% in &gt; 80% group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen et al. 2007</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>Lumbar facet RF</td>
<td>&gt;50% vs. &gt;80%</td>
<td>52% success rate in &gt; 50% group vs 56% in &gt; 80% group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stojanovic et al. 2010</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Lumbar facet RF</td>
<td>&gt;50% vs. &gt;80%</td>
<td>47% success rates in both groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams et al. 2011</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>Spinal cord Stimulation</td>
<td>&lt;50% vs. &lt;50% vs. &lt;75%</td>
<td>18% in &lt; 50% vs. 90% in &gt; 50% vs. 71% in &gt; 75% groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen et al. 2008</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>SI joint RF</td>
<td>&gt;50% vs. &gt;80%</td>
<td>51% success rate in &gt; 50% group vs 49% in &gt; 80% group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. 2012</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Pulsed RF of occipital nerves</td>
<td>&lt;50% vs. &gt;50% vs. &gt;80%</td>
<td>50% in &lt; 50% vs. 48% in &gt; 50% vs. 58% in &gt; 75% groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGreevy 2013</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Superior hypogastric neurolysis</td>
<td>% pain relief</td>
<td>Mean pain relief of 75% for positive outcomes vs. 82% for negative outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Personal communication, Steven Cohen, MD (Johns Hopkins University), September 2, 2015.

In summary, our results suggest that a threshold of 50% is clinically relevant and employing higher thresholds runs the risk of unnecessarily rejecting patients who would otherwise benefit from undergoing a potentially helpful procedure.

Conclusions

In this study of >300 patients who were diagnosed with SIJ dysfunction by history, physical examination, and confirmatory SIJB, the 6- and 12-month improvements in SIJ pain and disability scores after SIJF were independent of the degree of improvement in acute pain during an SIJB. Based on these findings, a threshold of 50% reduction in pain following SIJB was associated with excellent post-surgical outcomes. The use of overly stringent selection criteria for determining when SIJF should be performed may serve to withhold a beneficial procedure from a substantial number of patients with SIJ dysfunction.
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